
 For years the neighborhood group Women 

Together / Mujeres Unidas would don pink t-shirts, 

and grab their brooms every Earth Day. They 

made a “clean-sweep” each spring walking as a single 

large group through their neighborhood taking it back 

from the physical and societal debris of the previous 

year. This tradition of the women of the neighborhood 

reclaiming where they live originated in the stabbing 

death of the son of the group's founder. Over time the 

group began to include the cleaning of a vacant lot on 

the corner of Pleasant and Winslow Streets, as it was 

not just an eye-sore, but also a site of illegal activity. The 

death of a neighborhood resident, Jennifer Morales, to 

domestic violence helped galvanize Women Together.  

They decided that the proper response was to take the 

vacant lot and turn it into a park -- a neighborhood 

Peace Park. 

  

 In 2005 Women Together approached the 

Greater Worcester Land Trust (the Trust) about the 

vacant lot, asking for assistance to convert it into a 

public park. The Trust noted that unless the property 

became part of a city-approved open space and 

recreation plan (OSRP), it would be difficult to get the 

necessary political support to pursue and fund 

the project.  However, The City of Worcester was 

about to re-draft  its OSRP so Women Together had an 

opportunity to make a strong showing at the public 

listening sessions and get the project included in the 

plan.  Women Together took the Trust's advice seriously 

and made their hopes visible at each of the five 

geographic public listening sessions alongside a 

substantial group of supporters. The upshot? The City 

included Peace Park in the new open space and 

recreation plan--as a high priority.  

   

 The following year, 2006, Women Together 

approached the Trust about applying for a state grant to 

purchase the vacant lot. The Trust worked with Women 

Together, guiding them as they fashioned the complex 

state grant application for the city to submit to the state 

for funding.  Women Together completed every step the 

Trust recommended which included finding a real estate-

minded woman within their group to make an offer on 

the property, and approaching the local city  councilors 

for support.  That first proposal fell short; the city 

councilors and the city administration were not yet 

knowledgeable enough about the property to fully 

embrace Women Together’s vision and they were not 

willing to fully fund the required community match.  
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Women Together / Mujeres Unidas Earth Day Clean 

Sweep in pink shirts rallying the troops with bull horn.  

Panorama of the site at the time of the original proposal.  



Clearly, the city’s decision-makers had been 

caught off-guard by this project.   They were 

surprised by this fast moving proposal and did not 

approve its submission to the state .     

  

 Despite this, Women Together’s grant 

application still caught the attention of the Massachusetts 

Executive Office of Energy & Environmental Affairs 

(EOEEA) for environmental justice reasons and for 

merit as an Urban Conservation proposal.  That 

year, through a partnership with the  EOEEA, The Trust 

for Public Land, and the Conway School of Landscape 

Design, Women Together developed a community-

based vision for the neighborhood Peace Park. 

They went from a crayon-sketched image to a fleshed 

out park vision in the familiar format of landscape design 

renderings that allowed councilors and administrators to 

"see" the vision of Women Together for the first time. 

Now, they too saw something other than a jumble of 

weeds and construction debris on a vacant lot. 

  

 Women Together again approached the Trust about 

re-applying for a state grant to purchase the land in 2007.  

The Trust made several recommendations to 

chart their course: 

 

 To work with their informal neighborhood network to 

come to an agreement with the land owner for an 

offer on the property; 

 To work hard to bring the district councilor, a real 

skeptic of the project, on board; 

 To seek ways in which Women Together could provide 

a portion of the local match to ease the City's 

approval of the effort; and finally, 

 To offer the City Parks Commission assistance in the 

monitoring and care of the future park to ease the 
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The “in-house” original vision for the Peace Park developed by a member of Women Together and given greater 

context in a poster format with historic photos added by other members of the group.  



City's acceptance of taking on a small park in a 

neighborhood with maintenance challenges.  

 

Women Together met every single one of these 

challenges. 

 

 Moved by the tenacity, vision, and strength of 

Women Together, the Trust shifted from being a 

technical adviser and cheerleader to being a 

partnering non-profit.  The Trust jointly met with city 

officials and Women Together in planning the grant 

application to the state.  The Trust assisted with some of 

the legal work involved in the appraisal and offer.  The 

Trust also made efforts to convince the city 

administration of the merits of the project.   

  

 Finally, when the project reached a technical 

impasse over a final legal agreement and price, the 

Trust fully became a partner by negotiating a price 
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Damaged Stone Wall, broken glass, and debris from a site 

visit to the vacant lot early on. (Mary Keefe [l.], Anne Le-

wenberg [r.])  

Conway School of Design Landscape Architectural Design for Pleasant and Winslow "Peace Park"  



and the terms of an Offer to Purchase assignable to the 

City and committed organizational funds to the project.  

When Women Together expressed concerns about the 

permanence of the project (they had become 

sophisticated land conservation practitioners by this 

point,) they asked the Trust to hold a conservation 

restriction on the Peace Park.  The Trust had finally 

become fully convinced of and committed to the merits 

of Women Together’s vision presented so many years 

before. 

  

 The critical elements to making this project 

succeed was the clear articulation of the vision for 

the land such that it could:  

 

 be included in an Open Space and Recreation Plan; 

 persuade individual administrators and elected 

officials; and  

 be embraced by foundations, non-profits, and 

ultimately the Trust and the City.  

 

 Personal attestation, a vision document, and 

architectural images were key components of this 

successful grass-roots urban park. In the end the 

grant approval process, the purchase, and the construction 

of the park were all comparatively easy in getting to that 

point. The credit for the project lies entirely with the local 

grass-roots group of neighbors and their vision, and in the 

end all the necessary parties jumped on board as they 

came to see what this park Women Together imagined 

would be. The park today is the most beautiful place 

in the entire neighborhood and a source of pride 

for the community. 
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THE TRUSTEES OF RESERVATIONS Visit us at www.thetrustees.org. 
 

The Trustees of Reservations’ Putnam Conservation Institute is an active participant with the ULPC 

as well, providing significant in-kind support.  If you would like to be part of a growing statewide 

network of people who care about protecting and caring for land in Massachusetts’ cites, sign on to 

www.UrbanParkAdvocates.org. 
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Candid from the Conway School of Design Planning Ses-

sion with members of Women Together and residents 

of the neighborhood. 

The site as of the summer of 2010.  A "Mayor's Walk" of 

the neighborhood stops at the park to discuss current 

events and initiatives in the Pleasant and Winslow 
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